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About This Game

Solve difficult mysteries and collect tons of treasures in more than 100 challenging levels. You assist Jaques Roque in becoming
a rich archeology superstar by solving simple to tricky mysteries.

Features

• 100 levels
• 5 unique worlds

• treasures, gold and jewels in antique temples and castle ruins
• 15 unique artefacts
• very easy to operate

• fun for the whole family
• low system requirements

Intuitive Simple Navigation

Immediate start with an extremely simple mouse navigation which is solely based on the left mouse button.

Hidden Treasures

Tons of gold and jewels as well as 15 unique artefacts which are shown on the start screen when having been collected. In
addition there also is the obligatory high score screen of all players.
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Simply self-explanatory

You insert your name and off you go! Each progress is saved automatically in your profile. Each level can be replayed via the
quickgame-mode and saved with the higher scores.

The mysteries as well as the navigation are explained ingame via a small help window.

Atmospheric

Tremendous music and background noises push the player deep into the adventure. Particle effects, soft animations, changing
weather and lots more help make this special atmosphere.
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Title: Jaques Roque
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Thomas Schreiter, Dirk Schreiter, Jörg Winterstein, Peer Draeger, Gereon Bartel
Publisher:
Augusta Software GmbH
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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Only for crafting cards. A fun game but completely finshed the game in 1.3 hours if its worth that for you by all means get it but
i wish there would be more levels or challenge modes or something to give me any reason to turn it back on now that ive done
everything. Really nice made game! If you liked Space Quest 1-4, EGA Versions, this is your game.. Big, big fun!!! This game
is devouring my time but I have no regrets.
All that I want is 3 stars in all stages!
Oh, and I want more of it!!!
I paid it only 49 cents but it worths the entire price and even more.
Surely 10/10. Good strategy game making you feel involve about ancient Pharaoh + Cleopatra. You have to plan not just
economy in this game ,but also reputation and military. Good strategy game making you feel smart if you have victory in the
game.. Hyped too much, a ♥♥♥♥♥ier version of the original one (wich is dead because they are asking too much money for a
♥♥♥♥♥♥ game), now that is "popular" <NOTICE THE PARENTESIS , its gone full mad, almost everything is locked, you
have to pay the price of the "normal version" of the game to be able to play as tank as rifleman ( smgs), as ba6 as snipers, you
can only play with k98 and mosin nagant sometimes you can play with mp40 or ppd but they are all taken (the spots) cause they
have soo little room for you to get in, TLDR : HYPED CANCEROUS AND P2W : ). bad bad game .... evreything here is bad.
This is a very simple game, but it uses a mechanic that would be impossible without motion controls. (I have played a few 2D
games with somewhat similar ideas, but it really is a different and fresh experience in VR where you are part of the world and
have to aim and dodge.)

If you get this without expecting it to be more than it is I can almost guarantee that you will enjoy the time you spend with it.
While I'm playing I can't stop smiling, and to me it has definitely been worth the small purchase price.. English/Portugês review

[ENG] Why you should buy Stick Fight: The Game ?

PROS: -Good amount of FPS
-DIVINE grafics
-Fast paced
-Fun to play!
-Nice conecpt (platform + stickmans + guns)

CONS: -It will take a while to join a online

[PT-BR] Por que comprar Stick Fight: The Game ?

PROS: -Jogo leve
-Jogo com gráfico DIVINO
-Jogo rápido
-Jogo divertido
-Conceito ótimo (plataforma + stickmans + armas)

CONS: -Demora para encontrar uma partida online. This "artbook" isn't what I expected. . . in a bad way. It is a 24-page PDF
which is downloaded to Attractorache's install directory. It features seven images of the girls, and sixteen images of space. The
space pictures look great, but I didn't buy the "Artbook" for space pictures, I bought it for the content I was promised.
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There are [no] original words, [no] game development stories, and [no] "game introductions".

To be fair, there are more than five "exquisite" screenshots. . . but the whole PDF is nothing but screenshots. It doesn't need to
be a PDF. I'd like to have seen the screenshots on their own, say in a folder, in a format one could read or use without PDF-
software.

The space pictures look really nice. I'd use them for a background, if only they weren't stuck in a PDF document. The girl
pictures look okay, but I can get similar (if not the same) pictures by just playing the game.

The issue with this DLC is false-advertising. Not only is the description wrong, but there are no screenshots which relate to this
"DLC's" content. The content of this DLC seems a little underwhelming. . . I think that most people don't buy Attractorache for
the space theme.
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Short but sweet is how I recommend this game. It may not look fancy and has a small resolution but the game is just awesome
for a Point and Click adventure. Not hard by any means.. Feels like it could use a few play ability improvements, but otherwise -
this certainly feels like a digital version of the fun (and challenging) board games. Not a fan of the crafting system. Also there
are a few screens where it is not obvious that you are supposed to click because of the save icon animation. Being able to split
your turn (move a few spaces, attack, and move some more) - or even finish your move (move a few spaces, realize you want to
move more) would be nice as well. Overall nice enjoyable game.. SiNKR is a short but satisfying experience. Every new puzzle
mechanic works together with the last, and figuring out how is so very rewarding. It's minimalist, it's methodical, and it is
apparent the level of care that went into designing each puzzle.. Port
This port is decent, I have experienced no lag or crash while playing this game.

Gameplay
An improvement on the previous Nights of Azure game. The combat has more depth, meaning it’s not all button mashing. Game
mechanics such as combos help add some variety during battles and therefore make the battles more interesting.

A lot of people don’t like the time limits on Gust games, however I have always found them to enhance the game by providing
focus to the games plot. It not only makes the game more engaging, but it also adds a layer of difficulty that without might
render the game boring.

While I enjoy Atelier games, the recent releases are an example of how boring a game can become without a time limit or a
main quest line to provide a purpose to continue playing.

The attack combos, party members, breakable objects and time limits, story make this game enjoyable to play.

Sound
The game does not have an English dub, however it doesn’t need one, the Japanese voice acting is superb and there are few lines
that are not voiced. The music is excellent which is standard for most Gust games, in my opinion the music in this game is
among their best.

Story
The story follows a similar story to the last entry, but successfully manages to feel new and refreshing.

Waifus
Who doesn’t like waifus? The ones in this game are all top tier.. Classic. You can even upgrade the graphics 
http://www.xwaupgrade.com/. ALWAYS MY TOP FAVORITE ! Came back while i wait for STAR CITIZEN.
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